ELECTRO-VOICE® XLC™ & MIDAS® VENICE™ INSTALLED AT
HISTORIC ELSINORE THEATRE, SALEM, OR

Salem, OR (June 2004): The Historic Elsinore Theatre in Salem, Oregon
(www.elsinoretheatre.com), recently underwent extensive renovations, putting the
78-year old building back on the map as one of the most impressive theatres
in the Pacific Northwest. An essential element of this rejuvenation process
was the installation of a new PA, centered around an EV Xlc compact line
array and a Midas 320 mixing console. The theatre is famous for its vaulted
Gothic ceilings, stained glass and painted wood panelling, just as it is
renowned amongst performers for its near-perfect acoustics. The Elsinore
also had the distinction of hosting one of Hollywood screen legend Gregory
Peck’s last public performances, a discussion-based retrospective of his life
and career in film. The theatre is a classic floor, mezzanine and upper
balcony configuration with a capacity of about 1300, and hosts all manner of
productions, from Broadway plays, to dance, to country music to rock bands.
Technical Director Greg Rieder commented: “This technology has worked
very well for us in many ways, from the competitive pricing to the fact that it
works well in our room. We have a main floor, a mezzanine and a balcony
here, and the XLC’s splay fits right in the slot of the mezzanine, so sound
reflection is minimized. We get a lot of different acts through here – Judy
Collins was one of the first performers to use our new system, and her longtime engineer loved it.”

Rieder continued: “The Midas Venice 320 is also working superbly. It’s the
perfect board for 80-percent of what we do at this venue – we bring in largeframe consoles for the bigger shows, but it certainly wouldn’t be costeffective to keep one on our inventory. The Venice makes ‘big console
sound’ affordable – there are no compromises to keep the cost down. It’s
simply a smaller format big Midas. The Venice is a very quiet board, with
plenty of top-end – it doesn’t get any better than Midas pre amps and EQ’s!”

Eddy Gribanow, Sales Associate with installation contractors Cascade
Sound, is also an occasional FOH engineer at the Elsinore. Eddy described
how the Xlc and Venice were worthy additions to an already acoustically
impressive space: “Now the Elsinore sounds as beautiful as it looks! The
sound really is incredible. Cascade Sound worked closely with the renovation
architects, and I also brought in a personal understanding of the room’s
acoustic character, having run sound at the theatre prior to the renovations.
We started out with a Midas 320 mixing console, and decided upon the Xlc
127i (installation version of the touring 127+) for the main speakers. (EV
speaker specialist) Jim Long came to the theatre to make an EASE™ model,
and saw the specification process through to the point of having the factory
specially adjust the Xlc boxes to our needs. Needless to say, that kind of
attention to detail makes a big difference. To work with the architecture of the
room, we hooked the EV mounting grids onto our own proprietary frames,
and fixed three neat arrays of four boxes at left, center and right. When the
lights go down, they’re virtually invisible. We have four Xi-1191 subs, two

under the left and right Xlc clusters, tucked in on either side of the orchestra
pit. Having run sound at the theatre I can tell you that the response to the
new system has been fantastic. The community loves it, and so does every
act that comes through here.”

The EV XLC 127+ is a 3way design that utilizes a
12" vented LF, 2 x 6.5" MF
transducers on a 120degree horizontal
waveguide, and 2 x HF
transducers that combine
through a new vertical
plan wave generator to a
120-degree waveguide.
The system can be used in tri-amp mode, or bi-amp two-way using the
sophisticated internal passive MF to HF network.
The XLci version is designed for permanent installation applications with
specially designed mounting hardware for easy cost effective hanging.

Venice is Midas' first
truly compact
console built in direct
response to
customer demand.
It does exactly what
was asked in that it
provides a high
quality alternative in
a huge number of
applications where
previously Midas
was not an option. These range from smaller conference or live band
applications, to effects returns or additional inputs in a large multi-console
application, or indeed as part of a small complete mobile system. It also
provides the perfect feature set for live acts who need to mix their own FOH
and monitor sound from on-stage, and is compact and light enough to fit on
even the most cramped performance area. As usual, Midas has paid
attention to the details that set their consoles apart taking care to provide
high quality mic preamps and a stable, responsive EQ section, just as they
do on their larger consoles. The simple but intuitive outputs make the overall
configuration of the console extremely quick and easy to use.
For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
For full details on all Midas products, please visit www.midasconsoles.com
Electro-Voice® and Midas® a professional audio brand of Telex
Communications, Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of
sophisticated audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and
communications equipment for commercial, professional and industrial
customers. Telex Communications markets its products in more than 80
countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark
Teknik®, University® and others.
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